This list is a guide to subject specific journals and is not a comprehensive list of the library's holdings.

**ELECTRONIC RESOURCES**

1. **Databases** *(for the searching of journal articles)*

   These online databases consist of lists of searchable journal articles some of which are full text.

   Available via the library website *(http://library.ukzn.ac.za)*: select electronic resources, click on Databases A-Z.

   - Academic Search Complete *(via EBSCOhost)*
   - Academic Research Library *(via ProQuest)*
   - Africa-Wide: NIPAD *(via EBSCOhost)*
   - Arts and Humanities Citation Index *(via Web of Knowledge)*
   - Humanities Full Text *(via WilsonWeb)*
   - Index to South African Periodicals, ISAP *(via SABINET online)*
   - JSTOR
   - MLA International Bibliography *(via EBSCOhost)*
   - Project Muse
   - SA ePublications *(via SABINET online)*

2. **e-Journals on TDNet** *(for the searching of journal titles)*

   TDNet manages all subscribed e-journal titles as well as many other freely available e-journals on the Internet. In many cases links are available directly to the full-text article. Any journal listed below can be checked on TDNet for full text access.

   Available on the library website *(http://library.ukzn.ac.za)*, select e-Journals A-Z

**PRINT JOURNALS**

- Alternation: journal of the centre for the study of South African literature and language (12, 2005+)
- Africa *(African Institute)* (1, 1928+)
- Africa Insight (10, 1980+)
- Africa Now (9, 1981-69, 1987)
- Africa Perspective (1, 1974-26, 1984, incomplete)
- African Affairs (50, 1951+)
- African Perspectives (1976-1979)
- African Research and Documentation (1, 1973+)
- African Studies *(1, 1942-56, 1997)*
- Africana Journal (5, 1974-17, 1995)
- Africana Notes and News (1, 1943-30, 1992/93)
- Applied Linguistics (3, 1982+)
- Foundations of Language (1, 1965-14, 1976)
- Higher Education quarterly (41, 1987+)
- International African bibliography, current books, articles and papers in African studies *(1, 1971+)*
- International journal of African historical studies *(5, 1972+)*
- Journal of African studies *(1, 1974-5, 1988)*
- Journal of contemporary African Studies *(1, 1981+)*
- Journal of modern African studies *(1, 1963+)*
- Journal of Natal and Zulu History *(1, 1978+)*
- Journal of Southern African studies *(1, 1974+)*
- Language *(34, 1958-54, 1978)*
- Language and Communication *(1, 1981+)*
- Language learning: a journal of applied linguistics *(40, 1990+)*
- Linguistics *(1, 1948-114, 2004)*
- Linguistic Inquiry *(14, 1983-30, 1999)*
- Linguistics *(1, 1963-40, 2002)*
- Linguistics and Philosophy *(6, 1983-11, 1988)*
- Modern Language Review *(50, 1955+)*
- Natural Language and Linguistic Theory *(1, 1983-4, 1986)*
- New African *(1, 1962-4, 1965)*
- Research in African Literatures *(1, 1970+)*
- Review of Applied Linguistics *(1, 1968+)*
- Southern African linguistics and applied language studies *(20, 2002+)*
- Studies in Bantoetale *(1975-1981)*
- Syntax and Semantics *(1, 1972+, incomplete)*
- System: the international journal of educational technology and language learning systems *(2, 1974-32, 2004)*
- Universities Quarterly *(1, 1946-40, 1986, incomplete)*
- Changed to Higher Education Quarterly